
1600H T3 Portable Diesel 
Rotary Screw Compressor

Desiccant Dryer
Portable gas tank

EQUIPMENT UTILIZED

After experiencing difficulties finding a rental company that could deliver to their job 

sites, a premier provider of asset integrity testing and certification of United States 

pipelines reached out to HOLT Industrial Rentals for a solution. Services offered by the 

customer include everything needed for safe and successful gas and oil projects, such 

as hydrostatic pressure testing, pneumatic pressure testing, pigging, on and offline 

chemical cleaning and flaring, among other services. With pipeline projects spanning 

hundreds of miles, often in remote locations with difficult terrain, they needed a reliable 

partner for temporary rental equipment solutions.

“Packaging our compressors and desiccant dryers with additional fuel tanks, ready 
  to head out to the pipeline is just scratching the surface on our custom solutions.” 
  — Jim McNeese, Outside Sales Representative, HOLT Industrial Rentals 

Without delay, HOLT Industrial Rentals sent out an expert technician to walk the site 

and determine what equipment would be needed.

Following the assessment, a complete rental equipment package was assembled, 

including a Sullair 1600H air compressor, fuel tank, and a desiccant dryer, all delivered 

on a transportation trailer that the client could move up and down the length of the 

pipeline for ease of mobility through rough terrain. Seven of these rental equipment 

packages were delivered by the HOLT Industrial Rentals team across various locations 

in the pipeline. 

Having found a reliable rental partner for their pipeline projects, the client continues to 

call HOLT Industrial Rentals for all of their rental equipment needs. 

Provide a complete packaged solution to keep operations in remote or difficult 

locations on track.

– Deliveries to remote locations 

– Receiving deliveries through rough terrain 

– Getting equipment for projects that cover long distances

– Avoiding downtime while waiting on equipment
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Industrial power, climate control, and compressed air. 

MORE THAN EQUIPMENT. SOLUTIONS.

DID YOU KNOW?
Most asset integrity solutions include pig launching and line drying, which both require air compressor 

solutions. Such services are vital to pipeline operations in order to maintain quality, health, safety, and 

environmental standards.


